
English 10

September 29th



The Review

▪I can create authentic arguments in writing



Warm-up
• Get out your list of 5 movies, albums, 

or video games that came out this 
past year (from the end of friday’s 
class). 

• Working with your A-B partner, share 
your lists of 5 and come up with the 
top choice for each category (movies, 
albums (songs), or video games). 

• Be ready to share. 



The Process
1. We will read a series of authentic reviews 

of film, music, and video games. 

2. We will analyze the texts to find out how 
they are written. 
• What ideas are important?

• What writing elements are present?
• What type of claim is being used?
• What type of evidence/support is being 

used?

3. We will write our own reviews based on the 
style and ideas that we discover in the 
authentic texts



The Task
• You are a freelance writer for a website that 

reviews elements of pop-culture. The site typically 
reviews new movies, books, music, comic-books, 
and video games. The audience for this website is 
highly literate (they are good readers) and avid 
consumers of the products reviewed on this site 
(they are likely to buy or watch things 
recommended by you).

• Your website has decided to do an annual list of 
top five selections for all media (movies, books, 
music, comic-books, and video games). Your 
focus should be on entertainment that has come 
out within the last year. 

• You will be writing a review of a movie, book, 
song, comic-book, or video game that you think 
would be an excellent addition to the top five list



The Hunger 
Games



Pre-Writing

1. What movie, album, or video game will 
you write about? 

2. Who is your audience? 

3. Using what we have discovered when 
we read the reviews, create an outline 
for your own review. 

• (I want to see a detailed outline of each 
section. Look back and use the reviews 
for help with format and style) 
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Introduction:

Introduce the film 
and how it relates 
to other 
movies/stories: 

Body

Describe the 
parts of the film + 
Provide the 
support for the 
claim

Conclusion

State the Claim
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Introduction:

Introduce the film 
and how it relates 
to other 
movies/stories: 

▪Novel adaptation (compare to twilight  - teen 
movie with female lead and two boys wanting 
her affection)

▪Science Fiction

▪Future as a parable for the present.

Body

Describe the 
parts of the film + 
Provide the 
support for the 
claim

Conclusion

State the Claim
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Introduction:

Introduce the film 
and how it relates 
to other 
movies/stories: 

▪Novel adaptation (compare to twilight  - teen 
movie with female lead and two boys wanting 
her affection)

▪Science Fiction

▪Future as a parable for the present.

Body

Describe the 
parts of the film + 
Provide the 
support for the 
claim

▪Present story – setting, characters, main plot
- story faithfully follows the book and has us 
(somehow) rooting for children to die so that our 
heroes could live. 

▪Jennifer Lawrence – Oscar nominee  - great 
performance – strong female character (compare 
to Bella) 

▪Action, romance, comedy + has something for 
everyone

Conclusion

State the Claim
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Introduction:

Introduce the film 
and how it relates 
to other 
movies/stories: 

▪Novel adaptation (compare to twilight  - teen 
movie with female lead and two boys wanting 
her affection)

▪Science Fiction

▪Future as a parable for the present.

Body

Describe the 
parts of the film + 
Provide the 
support for the 
claim

▪Present story – setting, characters, main plot
- story faithfully follows the book and has us 
(somehow) rooting for children to die so that our 
heroes could live. 

▪Jennifer Lawrence – Oscar nominee  - great 
performance – strong female character (compare 
to Bella) 

▪Action, romance, comedy + has something for 
everyone

Conclusion

State the Claim

Hunger games is not to be missed. A good film 
adaptation thanks to Jennifer Lawrence turning 
in another wonderful performance, The Hunger 
Games succeeds where Twilight floundered –
presenting a heroine with principles driving her, 
not the affection of the cutest boy. 



Rough Draft

• After having your outline checked off,
you may spend the rest of the period 
writing your rough draft. 

• I must see the outline before you write.


